Overview, conclusions, and recommendations of the IPCS collaborative study on complex mixtures.
The International Programme on Chemical Safety (IPCS) sponsored an international collaborative study to examine the variability associated with the extraction and bioassay of standard reference materials (SRMs) that are complex environmental mixtures provided by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The study was also intended to evaluate the feasibility of establishing bioassay reference values and ranges for the SRMs. Twenty laboratories from North America, Europe, and Japan participated in the study. As part of the mandatory core protocol, each laboratory extracted the organic material from two particulate samples and bioassayed these extracts. A coal tar polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) solution and two mutagenic control compounds were also subjected to bioassay without prior extraction by the participating laboratories. The bioassay used was the Salmonella/microsomal plate incorporation assay. For the optional portion of the study, a laboratory was free to use the SRMs for any type of exploratory research. The primary purpose of the required portion of the study was to estimate the intra- and inter-laboratory variability in mutagenic potencies of the test materials and to determine whether or not the NIST mixtures could be used as reference materials by others performing the Salmonella assay. Repeatability (intra-laboratory variance) of the bioassay results ranged from 16% to 88% depending on the SRM and the bioassay conditions (tester strain and metabolic activation), whereas reproducibility (inter-laboratory variance) ranged from 33% to 152%. Between-laboratory variability was the main source of variation accounting for approximately 55-95% of the total variation for the three environmental samples. Variation in the mutagenic potency of the control compounds was comparable, with the exception of 1-nitropyrene for which the reproducibility ranged from 127% to 132%. In summary, NIST SRMs provided useful materials for an international inter-laboratory study of complex mixtures. By establishing both intra- and inter-laboratory variance for the mutagenicity results for these materials, the usefulness of these SRMs as reference materials for the Salmonella bioassay was established, critical procedures within the bioassay protocol were identified, and recommendations for future efforts were delineated.